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Rules and FAQ
Rules for 1v1
General Rules
- 3 inning game
-1 out inning
-10 runs max in one inning
-HBP is a ball
-3 stikes = strike out
-5 balls = walk
-Run rules- 10 after 2
 -No stealing
Hits
-Single balls are when a hit hits the infield, pop up or grounder.
-Double hits in the outfield first.
-Triple hits the fence with no bounce
-Home run is over the fence in fair territory.
 
Outs
-Player can catch the ball for a out
-Player throws from where the ball stops, if he hits the strike zone or strike zone stand with one
bounce it's counted as a out. No runners advance.
-Player can try and stop the ball to make it a shorter throw.
-Clean fields are a out before they stop moving or they don't go pass the the pitching rubber.

FAQ
 How big is the field?
The field is 90 feet in left, 125 feet in center and 90 feet in right. 
How far do you pitch from and how far are the bases?
We pitch from 50 feet, and the bases are 50 feet. 2nd to home is 70 feet. 
When did you start the channel?
We stared it on May 21st 2016.
What state are we from?
Iowa
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Who We Are  Welcome to Backyard Blitzball We post Blitzball ball videos from our hom
our regularly uploaded Blitzball videos on: sick curveballs; nasty sliders; 
pros.  Blitzball is a leader in the wiffle ball revolution. THROW ANY BIG L
backyard baseball toy! With its unique, patent-pending design, Blitzball 
Home Run distance than any other backyard baseball / wiffle toy! Weigh
enough for everyday backyard use and are proudly made in the USA from

Our Sponsor(s) We are partnered with Bent Pixels! We are proud to be sponsored by th
get sponsored by them also click this link> Bent Pixels 

Blitzball.com is also our sponsor! they provide us with equipment to hel
your Blitzball stuff there.
We are powered by LongBalllicorice.com  Chinook Seedery, and Hit Fact
amazing products! Check the link if you would like to check them out an
 If you would like to sponsor us please email us at our e-mail

http://dashboard.bentpixels.com/bp/apply?referral_code=QuZy69j79S5PbIt2i9WHdw
http://blitzball.com
http://www.longballlicorice.com
mailto:neatelites@gmail.com

